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Abstract
We present experimental evidence for the formation of ion tracks in amorphous Si induced by
swift heavy ion irradiation. An underlying core-shell structure consistent with remnants of a
high density liquid structure was revealed by small-angle x-ray scattering and molecular dynamics
simulations. Ion track dimensions differ for as-implanted and relaxed Si as attributed to different
microstructures and melting temperatures. The identification and characterisation of ion tracks
in amorphous Si yields new insight into mechanisms of damage formation due to swift heavy ion
irradiation in amorphous semiconductors.
PACS numbers: 61.80.-x, 61.72.uf, 61.05.cf, 61.43.Bn
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Inelastic interactions of projectile ions and target electrons dominate the energy loss
for swift heavy ions (SHIs) and result in intense electronic excitation which can produce a
narrow region of permanent damage along the ion trajectory, a so called ion track. The later
stages of ion track formation, after the initial electronic excitation, are well described by a
thermal spike mechanism1,2 . Within this formalism, the material specific electron-phonon
coupling governs the transfer of the deposited energy to the target atoms which induces a
local increase in the lattice temperature. For sufficiently high electronic energy deposition,
the melting temperature of the substrate can be exceeded and a molten zone is formed along
the ion trajectory. After rapid re-solidification, a defective cylindrical region of high aspect
ratio, an ion track, remains.
Ion track formation in amorphous semiconductors has long been postulated. Hedler
et al.3,4 invoked ion track formation in amorphous Si (a-Si) in support of their claim for
liquid Si polymorphism, specifically the existence of a low-density liquid (LDL) Si phase in
addition to the well known high-density liquid (HDL) Si phase. Re-solidification of LDL
Si to low-density amorphous (LDA) Si then represents a glass transition for elemental Si.
Under SHI irradiation, LDA Si was observed to deform plastically3 as consistent with the
ion hammering mechanism and attributed to ion track formation. Indirect evidence of ion
track formation in a-Si has thus been reported. Crystalline Si (c-Si), however, is much less
susceptible to radiation damage from SHIs and requires much higher values of electronic
energy deposition Se for damage formation. Ion track formation, for example, was only
reported for irradiation with fullerene molecular ions with a threshold of Se = 37 keV/nm5–7
whereas no signature of ion tracks was observed for irradiations with single SHIs. Mixing
experiments of a Ni-Si interface under irradiation8 with single SHIs suggest that melting
does occur in c-Si for lower values of Se . The molten ion track, however, appears to fully
recrystallise upon cooling indicating that melting cannot be the only criterion for ion track
formation in c-Si. Ion track formation in polycrystalline Si has been reported by Furuno et
al.9 , however, the irradiation was performed on 5 nm thin evaporated layers and the nature
of the ion tracks was not determined.
While Hedler et al.3,4 postulated an ion track radius of ≈ 3 nm in a-Si at 14.6 keV/nm
(their experimentally-determined threshold for plastic deformation), experimental verifica2

tion of ion track formation in a-Si has been lacking due to the difficulties in detection caused
by the lack of contrast between the amorphous ion track and the surrounding amorphous
matrix. We have recently identified and characterised ion tracks in amorphous metals10 ,
silica (a-SiO2 )11,12 , and Ge (a-Ge)13 by utilising synchrotron based small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS). In the present study we provide direct and definitive experimental evidence
for ion tracks in a-Si by combining SAXS with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Our
theoretical approach uses Monte Carlo two-temperature model (MC-TTM) calculations as
input for the MD simulations yielding a full atomistic model of ion track formation without the need to assume melting as a criterion. The results reveal an underlying core-shell
morphology and suggest, overall, that an ion track in a-Si is of greater density than the
unirradiated matrix.

II.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A 1.4 µm thin surface layer of bulk c-Si(100) was rendered amorphous by ion implantation
of Ge ions at multiple energies between 80 and 1450 keV. With an average Ge concentration
of 1.7 × 1019 cm−3 , compositional changes due to the Ge implantation can be neglected.
To investigate the difference in ion track formation between as-implanted and relaxed a-Si,
selected samples were annealed at 450 ◦C for 30 min. Annealing at this temperature yields
a reduction of point defects and dangling bonds (relaxation) but not recrystallisation14 .
The samples were irradiated with Au ions at 89 and 185 MeV at the ANU Heavy-Ion
Accelerator Facility. Irradiation was performed at room temperature under normal incidence
with fluences ranging from 6 × 1010 ions/cm2 to 5 × 1011 ions/cm2 . The electronic energy
deposition in a-Si, as calculated using SRIM 200815 , is listed in table I. The variation of Se
< 3%.
over the thin layer was ∼
SAXS measurements were performed at the SAXS/ WAXS beamline of the Australian
Synchrotron using camera lengths between 968 and 7327 mm and an x-ray energy of 12 keV.
Before the measurements, the majority of the c-Si substrate was removed by mechanically
polishing to a thickness of ≈ 25 µm to reduce parasitic x-ray scattering from the substrate.
Under the given irradiation conditions, no ion tracks were observed in a c-Si sample without
pre-amorphisation (not shown) consistent with reported threshold values of Se required for
ion track formation in this phase6,8 . No ion tracks were thus present in the c-Si substrate
3

beneath the a-Si layer. Measurements were performed either with the sample surface aligned
normal to the x-ray beam, i.e. parallel to the ion tracks, or under an angle of 10◦ . SAXS

FIG. 1. Scattering images for ion tracks aligned (a) and tilted (b) with respect to the incoming
x-ray beam.

images for these geometries are shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b), respectively. The straight lines
in Fig. 1(a) and the short dashes in Fig. 1(b), which can also be observed in unirradiated
samples, indicate parasitic scattering unrelated to ion tracks. When the sample surface is
aligned perpendicular to the x-ray beam, isotropic scattering can be observed as shown in
Fig. 1(a) which is consistent with ion tracks aligned normal to the sample surface. In Fig.
1 (b) narrow curved streaks are apparent in the image reflecting the high aspect ratio of
the ion tracks (several nanometres in width but micrometers in length)11 when the sample
is tilted. The isotropic scattering and the anisotropic streaks contain identical information
on the radial ion track dimensions. The width of the streaks in Fig. 1(b) at a given angle
is related to the length of the ion tracks but also depends on stresses in the sample as
well as deviations from a perfectly parallel alignment of ion tracks. Discontinuous ion tracks
with individual fragment lengths up to 50 times the ion track diameter would cause a drastic
broadening of the streaks under the given angle. No significant broadening of the streaks was
observed for all samples used in this work from which we conclude ion track fragmentation
4

TABLE I. Irradiation conditions and results from the SAXS analysis. The electronic energy deposition, Se , was calculated by the SRIM2008 code15 and averaged over the 1.4 µm thin a-Si layer
(the error is the standard deviation of Se within the layer).
a-Si

E [MeV]

Se [keV/nm]

Rc [nm]

Ts [nm]

R [nm]

ρs /ρc

89

10.6±0.4

2.3 ± 0.1

5.0 ± 0.3

7.3 ± 0.4

-0.07 ± 0.02

185

15.6±0.2

2.5 ± 0.1

5.4 ± 0.3

7.9 ± 0.4

-0.06 ± 0.02

185

15.6±0.2

1.8 ± 0.1

3.7 ± 0.3

5.5 ± 0.3

-0.07 ± 0.02

as-implanted
relaxed

was not present.

III.
A.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As-implanted a-Si

Scattering spectra of as-implanted a-Si irradiated with 185 MeV Au ions are depicted in
Fig. 2. The scattering intensities shown in the spectra were extracted from the streaks of
the scattering images (Fig. 1 (b)) by applying a narrow mask along the streaks, angularly
integrating over areas of constant q-value within the mask and normalising to the width
of the mask. The scattering intensity scales approximately with the irradiation fluence,
i.e. the number of scattering objects, confirming the absence of interparticle scattering as
expected from randomly distributed well separated ion tracks11 . Fits (solid lines in Fig. 2),
assuming a cylindrical core-shell structure for the ion tracks, are in excellent agreement with
the measured SAXS spectra. The scattering amplitude for this geometry is given by12 :
"

2πLρc
ρs
ρs
f1 (q) =
(1 − )Rc J1 (Rc q) + RJ1 (Rq)
q
ρc
ρc

#

(1)

with the ion track length L, the scattering contrasts (density change) with respect to the
matrix material ρc and ρs of core and shell, respectively, the total ion track radius R = Rc +Ts
(with core radius Rc and shell thickness Ts ) and the first order Bessel function J1 . Similar
to our previous studies12 , a narrow Gaussian distribution of the radius (with a standard
deviation of < 10%) was used to account for slight variations of the ion track radius and
any deviation from the parallel alignment of the ion tracks. When averaged over different
samples irradiated under the same conditions and measured in separate experiments, ion
5
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FIG. 2. SAXS spectra (background subtracted) of ion tracks in as-implanted a-Si irradiated with
185 MeV Au ions. Solid lines are fits using a cylindrical core-shell model (Eq. 1).

tracks in as-implanted a-Si show an overall radius of 7.9 ± 0.4 nm comprised of a 2.5 ± 0.1 nm
core radius and 5.4 ± 0.3 nm shell thickness (see Tab. I). Based on the ratio of the relative
scattering contrast of core and shell

ρs
ρc

= −0.07 ± 0.02, the density change for the core

compared to the surrounding a-Si matrix is approximately 15 times larger than for the shell.
As a consequence of the negative sign of

ρs
ρc

either core or shell must be over-dense and

its counterpart under-dense with respect to the a-Si matrix. The radial density of the ion
tracks, based on the fit parameters, is shown in the inset of Fig. 3. We note that the core
is the dominant feature of the ion track and its dimensions are in good agreement with the
3 nm ion track radius predicted from the ion hammering experiments for similar Se values3 .
To validate our use for a core-shell model, a comparison with a simple cylinder model with
a constant density was performed. The scattering amplitude of a simple cylinder is given
by16
f2 (q) =

2πLRρ0
J1 (Rq),
q
6

(2)
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FIG. 3. Comparison of simple (dashed line, Eq. 2) and core-shell (solid line, Eq. 1) cylinder models
in case of as-implanted a-Si irradiated with 185 MeV Au ions (1 × 1011 ions/cm2 ). The inset shows
the magnitude of the model radial density distribution function |ρ|, scaled to the fit parameters
for both models. |ρ| = 1 represents the density of the surrounding a-Si matrix.

where R is the ion track radius and ρ0 the density contrast. Fits of both model functions,
the core-shell (Eq. 1) and the simple cylinder (Eq. 2), are compared in Fig. 3 with the
inset showing the radial density distribution for the two models scaled according to the
fit parameters. The dimension of the ion track in the simple cylinder model is in good
agreement with the core dimensions of the core-shell model. In contrast to the core-shell
model however, the simple cylinder model cannot reproduce the low scattering intensity for
< 0.04 Å−1 demonstrating the core-shell model is the most appropriate of the two.
q∼
Ion tracks in as-implanted a-Si were also observed for irradiation with 89 MeV Au ions (see
Fig. 4). At the lower irradiation energy, a core-shell structure is retained but the radius is
slightly reduced as consistent with the reduced electronic energy deposition (10.6 keV/nm)
at 89 MeV. An accurate extrapolation to a threshold of Se for ion track formation in aSi requires a larger data set given the non-linear relationship between ion track radii and
7

electronic energy deposition demonstrated in other materials e.g. a-SiO2 12 . None the less,
the value of 10.6 keV/nm represents an upper limit for the threshold of Se and is less than
that reported for ion hammering and plastic deformation3 . This suggests ion track formation
may not be the only process operative during ion hammering.
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FIG. 4. Comparison of SAXS spectra of as-implanted a-Si irradiated at 185 MeV and 89 MeV
(both 1 × 1011 ions/cm2 ) and relaxed a-Si irradiated at 185 MeV (3 × 1011 ions/cm2 ). Solid lines
are fits using a core-shell model. Spectra are offset for clarity.

B.

Relaxed a-Si

The core-shell structure can also be observed for ion tracks in relaxed a-Si with an ion
track radius ≈ 30% less than in as-implanted material (see Fig. 4 and table I). Ion implanted
a-Si in a relaxed state has no measurable difference in mass density to as-implanted a-Si,
8

however, during relaxation short range ordering occurs where defects and dangling bonds
are reduced in number and the material moves structurally closer to an ideal continuous
random network14,17,18 . In addition to structural differences, relaxation yields a ≈ 150 K
increase in melting temperature relative to that of as-implanted a-Si19,20 . If the measured
ion track diameter is representative of the maximum width of the molten zone along the ion
trajectory, the increase in melting temperature for relaxed a-Si necessarily yields a decrease
in ion track diameter. Though the width of the molten cylinders in as-implanted and relaxed
a-Si are of different diameter, we anticipate the mechanism for ion track formation in the
these two, subtly different forms of a-Si to be the same.
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FIG. 5. Ion track density profiles of MD simulation (five point average, 200 ps after energy deposition) and SAXS measurements (185 MeV Au). The inset shows the time evolution of the radial
MD temperature profile (kinetic energy in units of K). The dotted lines indicate the melting temperature of as-implanted and relaxed a-Si19,20 and the corresponding radius of the temperature
profile.
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IV.

MD SIMULATIONS

The scattering intensity measured with SAXS is proportional to the square of the scattering amplitude and, thus, the magnitude but not the sign of the density profile is accessible.
Thus both scenarios, an under-dense core with an over-dense shell and vice versa, must be
considered. Further insight into the radial density distribution was obtained by performing
MD simulations using the PARCAS code21 and Tersoff III potential22 which produces a reasonable description of the solid-liquid-solid phase transformations in a-Si. The initial a-Si
was created from c-Si using the well established WWW approach23 in a cell of dimensions
29.5×29.5×19.3 nm3 . MC-TTM calculations describing the time-dependent energy transfer
between the electronic and lattice subsystems were used as input for the MD simulations.
The energy deposition that was previously used for a-Ge13 was scaled according to the different electronic energy deposition in Ge and Si of 22 and 15.6 keV/nm, respectively, as
obtained by SRIM200815 , leading to an energy of 6.02 keV/nm deposited in the MD cell. To
mimic heat conduction further into the surrounding cooler material, 0.5 nm thick boundary
regions in x and y directions were maintained at 300 K by Berendsen temperature control24 .
Immediately after deposition, there is a rapid non-equilibrium expansion leading to a wide
region of more than 9 nm in diameter of somewhat under-dense Si. At 3 to 5 ps, a phase
transition to over-dense Si occurs with a density about 3% higher than the unirradiated
material. This agrees well with the measured phase transition time delay of about 5 ps
reported by M. Beye et al.25 . The cooling stage that follows lowers the density difference
continuously to about 1% in about 50 ps and defines the outer radius of the under-dense
region more sharply during the remaining 150 ps of simulation time.
The MD result for the radial density distribution across the ion track at a thermally
stable state 200 ps after the initial energy deposition is shown in Fig. 5. With a relative
density of one corresponding to that of the initial a-Si cell, a distinct core-shell structure
with an over-dense core extending to ≈ 4 nm and a slightly under-dense shell extending to
≈ 9 nm is clear. The radial density distribution derived from the SAXS measurements is also
included in Fig. 5 and qualitative agreement with the MD simulation is readily apparent.
In contrast, the use of the Stillinger-Weber potential26 in the MD simulations led to a more
pronounced core-shell structure as attributed to the less realistic description of the phase
transitions.
10

The inset of Fig. 5 shows the radial MD temperature profile. Assuming only the melting
criterion, the ion track radius for the different melting temperatures of as-implanted and
relaxed a-Si19,20 can be estimated to ≈ 8%. The observed 30% change is thus a likely
consequence of microstructural differences in addition to differences in only the melting
temperature.

Given the volumes of core and shell and their relative densities, the ion track as a whole
is of greater density than the unirradiated matrix. We suggest the over-dense ion track core
could conceivably contain frozen-in structural remnants of the molten HDL Si phase, potentially in the form of the pressure induced high-density amorphous (HDA) Si phase reported
by McMillan27 . The rapid cooling rate associated with re-solidification of an ion track may
well be sufficient to quench in metastable HDA Si. Alternatively, SAXS determinations
of core-shell structures for ion tracks in a-SiO2 12 or a-Ge13 were consistent with an underdense core and over-dense shell as attributed to radially outward material flow13,28 . While
the SAXS experiment cannot unambiguously establish the sign of the density of core and
shell, the MD simulations support the notion of ion tracks in a-Si consisting of an over-dense
core and under-dense shell.

At first glance, the results presented above could be perceived as contradictory to the
well-known Trinkaus model29,30 given frozen-in structural remnants of HDL Si should
yield a negative relaxation strain and negative deformation yield, the latter not consistent with experimental measurements of this parameter3 .

However, it is important

to note that our low-fluence (< 5 × 1011 ions/cm2 ) experiments were designed to minimise ion track overlap. In contrast, a measurable deformation yield requires an incubation fluence31 of ≈ 1 × 1012 ions/cm2 and is commonly characterised in the fluence range
(1 − 10) × 1014 ions/cm2 where incoming ions are incident on material already subjected to
hundreds or thousands of ion impacts3 . As a consequence, the material is overall modified at
the onset of deformation conceivably compacted taking into account the net densification in
a single ion track. Thus, further irradiation cannot necessarily be expected to yield further
compaction. This is consistent with SHI irradiation induced density fluctuations in SiO2
that reach a steady state when the material is fully covered by ion tracks32 .
11

V.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, experimental evidence for ion track formation following swift heavy ion
irradiation of a-Si has been presented. SAXS measurements revealed an underlying coreshell structure in the radial density distribution. MD simulations support the supposition
of an over-dense core and slightly under-dense shell compared with the unirradiated a-Si
matrix consistent with frozen in structural remnants of the high-density liquid phase. The
formation of ion tracks was observed in as-implanted a-Si at an electronic energy deposition
as low as 10.6 keV/nm which thus represents an upper limit for the threshold of Se required
for ion track formation. Differences in the ion track dimensions between relaxed and asimplanted a-Si have been related to microstructural differences and the increased melting
temperature of the former. The observed density fluctuations at the nanoscale in ion tracks
in a-Si bring new insights into the early stage of damage formation under high electronic
energy deposition and may provide a pathway to stabilise high-density amorphous Si at
ambient temperature and pressure.
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